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Natural and artificial light have always represented
that part of life, without which the existence and
progress of human being wouldn’t have been possible.
Without the natural lighting, the continuation of
people’s activities is facilitated by artificial lighting, for
both inside and outside of buildings. Moreover,
choosing the systems of artificial light and their
relationship with natural light strategies is important in
order to achieve the energy efficiency.
Within lighting techniques, a special part is taken by
the external lighting, due to involvement had upon
quotidian life. This signifies an interesting topic as seen
from practical point of view, as well as a well defined
theoretical point of view, which represents study and
research discipline for science people from country and
abroad.
The external road and arhitectural lighting system is
defined as an assembly of elements (lamps, light
sources, line poles, etc.) judiciously chosen and places,
so that they will be able to ensure a pleasant light and
attractive environment, necessary to human and his
activity, taking into consideration the following
relationship: lighting environment - energetic
consumption - investment. 

The light sources and light technique refer to
artificial sources as sources of electromagnetic rays
within the visible spectrum field.
Electric lamps signify the practical way of creating
light sources, used especially to artificial lighting. For
the time being, large variety of artificial light sources
exists within the light technique, of different aims. The
distinction consists not only in sizes and shape, but in
the way of producing light, full power, illuminance,
light color or holder type, which are high important.
[1],[4]
Projectors are those lighting pieces of long distance
action, and depending upon the space angle where the
illuminance is transmitted, we can make a distinguish
between projectors with intensive light (applications on
military field) and projectors with abundant light.
The last class has applicability in architectural
lighting (historic and touristic monuments or frontages
of buildings), as well in productive outer spaces
(warehouses, marshalling yards or surface quarries,
etc.) or entertainment (courts and arenas).
Considering the constructive point of view, a
projector is formed by two saddle surfaces (A – main, B
– secondary), confocal (fA < fB) and united by a spherical
area (C), having the centre in the focusing point (F) of
the optical system. The part of the spherical area
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consists in increasing the system’s efficiency, by
reflecting the light rays on the main saddle surface.
The construction material is silvered glass or metals
of high reflectance (nickelled or chrome-plated),
characterized by a controlled reflection and a high
radiant reflectance (ρ).
Light sources used here should be small enough
sized (punctiform, if possible), of high illuminance and
intensities (filament lamps, xenon, etc.), in order to
achieve maximal luminous intensities (Imax) related to
projector’s axis, and simultaneously with the cone of
reduced reflected rays.[7]

Fig. 1. Constructive variant of a projector

The road lighting system shows a series of specific
characteristics, which offers them in generally a special
treatment within lighting systems, such as: the lack of
lateral reflecting surfaces, as well as those from above
(with the except of tunnels and pedestrian crossings); it
is useful for a great number of persons; modeling the
visual task is also necessary; more pronounced danger
of blinding, inability or discomfort; permanent
displacement of human with low speed (pedestrians’
crossing); low level of lighting/luminance.
Other characteristic of the road lighting systems is
represented by the large distance between the source
and the lighting level, which actually allows us to
consider the lamps as punctiform source and a direct
distribution of the illuminance. [1], [3],[9]

'(6,*1,1*$52$'/,*+7,1*6<67(0
• Particularities
Designing and performing the road lighting systems
is accomplished by taking into consideration a series of
factors, such as: road traffic intensity; road category;
neighbor areas; geometrical characteristics of the road;
city area where that road is placed (trade area,
residential area, etc.); the existence of footpaths, the
existence of vegetation; possibility of visual guidance.
The methodology of designing the street lighting
systems also mentions that for basic data of road traffic,
using the “luminance” reference parameter is necessary
in general, with the except of some areas of road traffic,

such as: crossroads with traffic ways or railways,
markets, passageways, rotary intersection not
signalized, and traffic ways intended to pedestrians
circulation, where the basic parameter is represented by
the luminance.
The lighting systems intended to circulation ways
represent a specific situation of external lighting,
characterized from functional point of view by the high
speed of circulation for the observer (the driver) and the
necessity of ensuring the security conditions of the
traffic.
Carrying out adequate road lighting has to take into
consideration the following aspects: the level of
luminance and lighting, the general and longitudinal
uniformity of luminance on road; the blinding
phenomenon. Adequate accomplishment of road
luminance has as result increasing the people’s visual
ability. [3],[9]
• Describing the designing module
Designing the lighting system assumes the
accomplishment of the quantitative and qualitative
conditions imposed to that class of street.
The work principle for designing the road lighting
system consists in:
− establishing the values of mean luminance values,
uniformity factors, threshold indexes (TI) imposed
by the system that is to be accomplished;
− choosing the lamps and the sources of light;
− choosing the arrangement (unilateral, bilateral, face
to face or in zigzag, catenary, etc.)
− choosing the lamps and the source of light;
− setting the emplacement (unilateral, face to face or
zigzag bilateral, catenary, etc.), of distance between
the lamps and emplacement height;
− making a delimitation between the calculation area
and carrying out the grid on this area;
− calculating the point luminances with respect to
potential positions of the observers (on each traffic
direction and lane);
− calculating the mean luminances, the uniformity
factors and of TI;
− comparing the results with the values already
imposed. [3]
In order to practically design a road lighting system,
the crossroads was chosen as exemplification provided
with rotation sense, situated at the exit from Suceava
Municipal to Falticeni, E85.
In the view of designing such crossroads, AutoCAD
designing software was use. The lay-out plan (RLV)
was drawn by this software, upon basis of data taken in
accordance to field measurements. The lay-out plan was
drawn with respect to the number of traffic lanes on
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direction, respectively two traffic lanes on direction: for
the traffic lanes that enter in crossroads from the city
and Falticeni, and one traffic lane on direction for the
other two traffic ways that enter in the crossroads,
meaning that coming from Obcini neighborhood and
the other coming from Sf.Ilie village.
After carrying out the lay-out plan in AutoCAD, the
file was imported in DiaLUX luminous-technical
computing software, by which 3D simulation was
accomplished for lighting the crossroads.
Placing the lamps is done face to face, lamps
mounted at a height of 8m; the distance between two
consecutive lamps is of 20m. The lamps used for
Fig. 2. Lighting the rotary sense crossroads, without CIL on
the direction Island.
simulating the crossroads lighting can be found in
Philips
catalogue;
Philips
SGP100FG1 × SONTPP250W OR P3 lamp was used in the simulation, with
cast aluminum case, 250W power, value of correction
factor of 1 and luminance of 33.200 lm.
Carrying out an efficient lighting system for
crossroads with rotation sense represents a pretty
difficult issue, but some recommendations of general
character can be drawn, for the way of treating such
lighting system:
− when the rotation sense diameter is of low value,
lamps will be placed at peripheral;
− when the diameter of rotation sense is high, lamps
will be placed on the external diameter of the rotary
Fig. 2. Reproducing the lighting level by fake colors
crossroads, in the direction of each lane that enters
For the first step, we carried out the simulation and
into the crossroads;
− the lamps will be placed in front of drivers that go analysis of crossroads lighting in accordance to the
already existing model, and we concluded the
out from the rotary crossroads. [3]
This project assumed the emplacement of a pillar in following:
the centre of rotary crossroads, pillar equipped with 4 − longitudinal uniformity of luminance has a value of
0.75 on roadway, value that is framed within
lamps of lighting sources of 250W, disposed in the
conditions established by SR 13433; the value of U1
direction of each traffic lane that enters in the
established by this standard is of minimum 0.7. We
crossroads.
can see how this value is close to ideal value of
In accordance to SR 13433 Romanian standard, we can
luminance uniformity, which estimates that report
determine the lighting classes relative to this
between minimal luminance Lmin,1 and maximal
crossroads.
luminance Lmax,1 should be 1;
Taking into consideration the type of traffic lanes,
and the fact that the road under discussion is of high − on region within crossroads center, this parameter is
of 0.375, under the minimal limit imposed by the
traffic (controlled by semaphores, panels, etc.) and
standard.
provided with pedestrians paths or vehicles passages,
In
order to accomplish the best level of luminance,
such crossroads can be framed within M3 lighting class.
Depending upon the type of dangerous region: C2 and respectively of lighting on crossroads center area, a
lighting class with a mean lighting level of 20 lx, which pillar with four lamps was placed in the center of island
Analyzing the lighting and luminance level in
corresponds to rotary sense without road signaling, of
accordance
to lamps emplacement in the center of
mean complexity and C3 lighting class with a mean
island,
we
reached
the conclusion that an improvement
lighting level of 155 lx, intended to high traffic areas
of
longitudinal
uniformity
of luminance can be
(where the traffic is congested), of low complexity.
achieved, report between the minimal luminance Lmin,1
and maximal luminance Lmax,1 being having the value of
1.
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The ideal value was reached for the lighting and
luminance level in the rotary crossroads, without high
investments, since only one pillar emplacement is
necessary, pillar provided with four lamps of 250W,
where costs regarding their purchase and mounting, as
well as electric energy are low.
Placing in corners of crossroads more lamps, one may
reach a value of longitudinal uniformity close by that
achieved by placing a pillar of four lamps in the center
of island; tough, costs for such emplacement would be
higher in this situation, since more pillars would be
necessary, one on each lamp supplementary mounted.

Fig. 4. Lighting the rotary sense crossroads, with CIL on the
direction Island

Fig.5. Reproducing the lighting level by fake colors
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• Particularities
The lighting decorative-architectural systems have
the part of emphasizing, before dark, some art
monuments or some buildings.
Many times, the artificial lighting system can carry
out during the night some spectacular decorative
effects, much more interesting than those offered by
daylight.

As concerns the architectural lighting, all known
light sources can be used, each of them achieving an
effect determined by specific color characteristics.
The lighting elements used here are projectors of
intensive, mean or large distribution, where the above
sources are installed.
The main direction of sight for lens is also essential,
since this must coincide with the lighting system’s
sight, and respectively the area that should be lighted.
The sight distance is also important in order to
determine the visibility of frontage and any other
characteristic details.[6]
• Designing the electrical equipment of
architectural lighting BUILDING A
Architectural
and
decorative
lighting
of
representative
buildings,
as
considering
the
architectural and historical point of view for
monuments, churches and art works, has gained more
and more interest at world and national level. The effect
achieved by means of artificial lighting, by creating
light contrasts, shadows or colors, well balanced, is
many times more spectacular than that naturally
achieved. [5]
Practically, designing the electrical equipment of
architectural lighting was carried out, for Building A
placed within buildings of Stefan cel Mare University
of Suceava.
The building was designed in Chief Arhitect, special
designing software for residential areas, thus offering to
user the possibility of easily creating 3D models, as
well as documentation materials necessary for
designing. Any element that is introduced into a project
will have a set of standard features, for a facile and
more efficient designing.
While drawing an object, the software automatically
generates a 3D model and a list of materials.
The construction plane can be seen in a large variety
of 2D or 3D models, both for inside or outside. Using
the mode of level visualization, various 3D objects can
be selected or edited; the objects that shouldn’t be
visualized in project can also be selected.
After designing, the building was imported in
Dialux lighting software, which is the most important
European lighting calculation software, which includes
databases of the main European manufactures.
The program allows both the calculation of electrical
and natural lighting, as well as the possibility of
carrying out estimations and video images of space
taken into account. CAD models or other 3D objects of
3DS format created in Autocad (DWG/DXF) can be
imported in the lighting plane, objects that can be used
to external or internal lighting projects. The objects
imported in Dialux maintain their information
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associated in the initial software (color, texture), and
these factors will subsequently influence the lighting
data.
A lighting project can be finished by selecting and
simply positioning the lighting buildings in the project’s
plane. Within a project, the user has the possibility of
determining the system of buildings that should be used
for some areas of the plane. This will be useful in order
to calculate the necessary level of lighting, depending
on the designing parameters (floor, height of ceiling,
walls).
A simulation of the current lighting of Building A
was carried out in Dialux, where we, the authors, used
lighting objects that can be found into the online
catalogues. [8]
The lighting objects used have a different light
distribution and were chosen in accordance to
classifications of lighting objects CIE 100 and CIE 61.
The lighting devices are resistant to efforts of isolation
and dielectric rigidity, to temperatures of use, to
breakdowns with solid objects, to environmental agents,
as well as to mechanical stress exerted during the use.

Fig. 6. Lighting simulation of Building A

In the view of protecting the environment and
reducing the costs of electric energy with over 50%, we

propose a new technology truly ecological, meaning the
LEDs lighting system.
Carrying out the LEDs lighting simulation of
Building A is also done in Dialux, and online
catalogues were used in order to choose the light
objects. [6], [7]
The outturn of LEDs light systems is superior to
incandescence lamps, and respectively to lamps with
gas discharging. LEDs can produce the same light as
the usual lamps, at a lower consumption power, thus
making energy economy and reducing the electric
energy invoice with about 50-80%.
Classical LED devices have a lifetime of 100.000
hours, for a decreasing of light degree at 80%, and for
the modules with LEDs embedded into the light objects,
a minimum of 50.000 hours are ensured.
LEDs high lifetime leads towards reduced costs of
maintenance for the light system, offering the
opportunity of reducing the real costs of investments.
Making a comparison, the incandescence lamps have a
lifetime or about 1.000 – 2.000 hours, the fluorescent
compact lamps reach almost 8.000 – 15.000m and the
lamps with NA, Hg or metallic halogens gas
discharging have a life time of20.000 – 27.000 hours.
LEDs systems produce much more light per
consummated watt than the usual lamps. The strict
control of light dispersion carried out by an optical
system with lens for light beam focalization under
rectangular form will ensure the light non-pollution.
Lenses have the part of reducing the light loss and
eliminating the blindness risk, provoked by lights
brightness.
LEDs systems can emit the preferred light shade or
color without using of color filters.
The amiable, neutral or cutting light is similar to that
natural, shows the real color of objects and increases
the comfort and visibility during night.
Concerning the time of turn on-turn off when
supplying, the LEDs light up practically instantaneous
at maximal intensity, without delays and support very
well the on-off regimes, as comparing to metallic or
natrium vapors lamps.
LEDs systems have the reactive factor higher than
0.95, which will substantially reduce supplementary
loss in network; a reduction of electric energy
consumption will be therefore achieved. LEDs
performances depend upon the temperature of the
environment, which may vary within limits of -30 +
55°C. For this reason, the public LEDs lighting objects
include an aluminum radiator, in order to get cold the
modules, and thus achieving a high efficiency level.
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− index of colors reproducing: 25 Ra;
− color temperature: 2000K;
− illuminance: 33200 lm;
− luminous efficiency of 128 lm/W.
Advantages:
− high technology offers high reliableness and long
lifetime;
− maintaining secure illuminance with ignition over
the lifetime;
− high energetic efficiency and the absence of lead
make this source a good choice for the environment;
high luminous performance allows this to be the
most efficient HPS source as considering the energetic
point of view. [2]

Fig. 8. SON – T PIA Plus light source

Experimental procedure
A connection diagram was performed within an
experimental procedure (fig. 9), by using this type of
light source, by whom electrical and photometrical
parameters of the lamp were measured, on low supply
voltage, in order to determine the voltage at which the
lamp turns off (tab.1). Waveforms of network voltage
and current were also achieved, by the help of a digital
scope
Fig. 7. LEDs lighting simulation of Building A
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SON – T PIA Plus light source
The SON – T PIA Plus light source is a highpressure natrium vapors source, of transparent tubular
balloon, rich luminous flow and long and reliable
lifetime.
These light sources are used in lighting the traffic
lanes and decorative residential areas, by light
dispersion, industrial regions, internal or external sport
arenas or horticulture regions.
Technical characteristics of the SON – T PIA Plus
light source:
− 250W lamp power;
− 100V lamp voltage;
− 3A lamp current;

*

V

Lux
SON – T PIA Plus

Fig. 9. Connection diagram for experimental tests

The circuit is supplied, the photometric parameters
of lamp are stabilized (lighting and luminance) to a
constant value, and after about 20 minutes, the
electrical and photometrical parameters are read; the
power supply is then decreased and parameters are read,
until the lamp turns off.
In order to measure the luminance and lighting, the
MAVOLUX 5032 C/B USB digital luxmeter was
placed at 50m towards the illuminance direction.
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Table 1. Values of electrical parameters
Nr.
crt.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

UreĠea [V]
[V]
230
220
200
180
160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80

I [A]
%
100
95,65
86,96
78,26
69,57
65,22
60,87
56,52
52,17
47,83
43,48
39,13
34,78

[A]
2,25
2,00
1,75
1,60
1,45
1,30
1,25
1,15
1,05
1,00
0,90
0,75
0,70

L [cd/m2]

P [W]
%
100
88,89
71,11
58,92
47,87
41,27
36,51
30,67
26,67
22,86
17,14
13,33
9,12

[W]
200
165
140
115
95
80
70
60
55
45
40
30
25

%
100
82,5
70,0
57,5
47,5
40,0
35,0
30,0
27,5
22,5
20,0
15,0
12,5

[cd/m2]
55,0
45,5
36,0
28,0
20,0
15,4
12,8
10,8
8,2
7,4
6,2
5,4
4,8

E [lx]
%
100
82,73
65,45
50,91
36,36
28,00
23,27
19,64
14,91
13,45
11,27
9,82
8,73

[lx]
4500
4000
3500
3000
2300
1800
1500
1200
1000
800
600
500
400

%
100
88,89
77,78
66,67
51,11
40,00
33,33
26,67
22,22
17,78
13,33
11,11
8,89

Fig. 10. Variation of electric and photometric parameters on decreasing the power supply
Studying the mercury lamps
Using a mercury lamp, we studied the way supply
voltage variations influence the electrical and
photometric parameters of this lamp, assuming that
power supply, the consumer’s low-voltage network
have a constant frequency of 50Hz, and the voltage
varies within 200...240V, with a 5V gauge.
Due to a falling volt-ampere characteristic, the highpressure mercury lamps should be connected at network
by regulator elements, able to limit the current’s value.
Since most part of lamps operates in alternating current,
a B 35N 250L linear inductive ballast will be used as
regulator part, mounted in series with the lamp’s main
electrodes. The cabling scheme of mercury lamp is
powered, and values for the electrical and photometrical
parameters are measured from 30 to 30 seconds, within
an interval of twenty minutes.
At applying power to the circuit, ignition of a
discharge in flickering regime will take place, where the
normal operating regime is reached after 7 minutes,
moment when the circuit is closed and immediately
reignited. Reignition lasts 3 minutes, time enough to

reduce temperature at a value of 200C into the
discharging tube.
Using the Metrix OX 6152 digital scope, the current
and voltage waveforms were achieved at the moment of
supplying the mercury lamp. The waveforms illustrated
in figure 12-a) were taken at ignition, at normal lamp
operating; figure 12b) illustrates measurements taken in
minute 10, after the circuit was interrupted and
reignited; figure 12-c) shows measurements taken in
minute 19 after reignition and regulating the lamp.

Fig. 11. Connection diagram of mercury lamp
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a)

b)

9 This feature brings high advantages for road
artificial lighting, since it ensures security to both the
traffic of vehicles or pedestrians. 
9 The mercury lamp used for starting a new
operating cycle should cool off, since discharging
ignition takes place at inert gas at low pressure;
reignition duration is about 3 minutes, color of light is
green, sources are especially used for external or high
halls lighting, and the stroboscopic effect will be highly
intensive. 
9 The range of LEDs used for building lighting
shows high performances, creates decorative effects of
lighted curtains, and thus allows a simplified
installment of connectors, cables or various stands. 
In order to achieve a lighting simulation of Building
A, a smaller number of light objects were used, as
comparing to LEDs simulation. Nevertheless, the power
consumption will be inversely proportional.

%,%/,2*5$3+<
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]

c)
Fig. 12. Current and voltage waveforms: a) ignition; b)
minute 10; c) minute 19

[5]

[6]

&21&/86,216
[7]

9 By placing a pillar of four lighting lamps in the
center of island, an ideal value was reached for the
lighting and luminance level in rotary crossroads. In
this way, an improvement of lighting level is achieved
on roadway areas. 
9 After analyzing the graphical representation of
electric and photometric parameters variation, on
supply voltage decreasing, one might see that these
parameters decrease simultaneously with decreasing the
network voltage; the fast variations of voltage, specific
to no-load voltages determine the decrease of current
and turning off of the lamp, when reaching 60V of
supply voltage, which signifies a percentage of 26% of
nominal voltage. 

[8]
[9]
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